Sniper V2 Inox Exchange Information (Updated April, 2019)

Unfortunately, repair is not that easy as just replacing the diode or spirit level, it needs to be re-calibrated and rebuilt which requires more time than to build a new unit.

That’s why we are offering an Exchange Program – Warranty replacement at no-charge is for V2’s that are less than 2 years old, and must have a manufacturing date on them.

Any V2 (black or red battery caps & with or without manufacturing date) can be returned, following their requirements below, for a $100 customer credit towards a new V2.

**The conditions:**

The units exchanged must be a complete set of V2 Inox.

The bodies must be in reasonable condition- no chips, dents, engraving or stamping. The photos below show examples of units that can not be accepted for exchange.

![Example of acceptable and not acceptable units](image)

Packaging does not have to be complete; batteries and battery caps can be missing and lasers do not have to be working.

Because the left and right side are calibrated to each other and must always go as a pair (two not matching halves can have an error of 2mm or more) it is necessary to return both bodies and receive two new.

If in doubt, please contact us per e-mail or phone before returning your set.

After receiving your set, we will contact you to advice postage costs and arrange payment method. It is typically possible to complete this exchange within a few days from you sending it.